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JACS Solution's TT800Q Secured Tablet combines the security and customization you need into a cost-eﬀective,
powerful, and ﬂexible solution. The TT800Q is ideal for implementing tablet solutions for such markets as
healthcare, retail, and education; wherever a purpose-built device is needed for M2M, remote computing, or
Internet of Things interfacing.

PURPOSE BUILT

CUSTOMIZABLE

When it comes to M2M and IoT initiatives such as remotely
monitoring patient health, improving customer engagement
in retail, or providing mobile educational tools, purpose-built
devices are often the preferred choice. They provide the
security, control, and ﬂexibility that best meet the demands
of service providers and end users.

Don’t let the standard ﬁrmware and hardware of TT800Q
restrict you. We can implement ﬁrmware modiﬁcations to
suit the speciﬁc needs of individual customers. Firmware
customization can include such things as branding to
project a customer’s identity, incorporating preferred
settings and conﬁguration defaults, and particularized
password protection. And, we can also build custom
hardware accessories and modify certain speciﬁcations of
the standard version of the TT800Q in order to meet your
needs.

The TT800Q includes ﬁrmware that is locked down and
secured on delivery. Bloatware and consumer-grade
applications are removed, and back doors are closed to
provide a tamper-proof interface. The result? Never
exposing sensitive records or mission critical data to
hacking or abuse. JACS also provides an “MDM-Lite” to
give critical OTA support for ﬁrmware updates or to push
APKs to devices in the ﬁeld. You can rest assured that your
TT800Qs are always updated and uncompromised.

COST-EFFECTIVE
The TT800Q tablet is cost eﬀective against comparable
competitive oﬀerings. Its robust, locked-down ﬁrmware
further helps reduce costs to manage these devices. In
addition, JACS’s MDM-Lite provides the essential beneﬁts
without the costs of a full-blown MDM.
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DEVICE HIGHLIGHTS
WHY JACS?
Android 7.1 OS provides the robust security and ﬁlebased encryption needed to protect sensitive and mission
critical data.

• Proven Record of Custom Build Capability
• Firmware Customization for Purpose-Built Devices

Autofocusing cameras (2MP front, 5MP rear) give the
resolution and responsiveness needed for bar code
scanning, videoconferencing, and other optical needs.
Wireless interfaces: AT&T 4G LTE and 3G WCDMA;
Bluetooth 4.1; and Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n. These interfaces
facilitate teleconferencing, M2M connections, and WLAN
connection in retail, hospital, or remote workspaces.
Dual stereo speakers in the TT800Q provide clear audio
output that meets American Disability Act (ADA)
requirements for the hearing impaired.
The 4000 mAh battery included standard with the TT800Q
will provide 6 hours of operational usage. An optional
extended battery extends the usage to 15 hours, long
enough to meet the demands of lengthy workdays.
Optional OTG functionality is available that allows the
tablet to connect low-power USB devices and peripherals
directly without using an additional power cable.

• Enterprise-Grade Hardware
• Long Product Life Cycle
• One Stop Shop Partner for Hardware and Software
• More Cost Savings for You

ACCESSORIES

Extended battery and case: Extends operation to 15
hours. The extended battery also comes with an easily
disinfected protective case and hand strap.
Charging cart: Charges up to 60 tablets simultaneously.
Smart Fan keeps the devices cool, and an optional UV
sterilization unit will keep the tablets free of germs in multiuser settings.

Contact Us
sales@jacs-solutions.com
www.jacs-solutions.com/TT800Q
www.jacs-solutions.com

About JACS Solutions
JACS Solutions leads in providing customized and secured
smart device solutions for enterprises in the mobile enterprise,
M2M, and IoT ﬁelds. We design, manufacture, and provide
end-to-end support to enterprise-grade tablets, Android
displays, and customized industry solutions. Close to 1 million
JACS devices have been deployed in the U.S. and around the
world.
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